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1. Ricinodendro
on heudelottii tree
Ricino
odendron he
eudelotii is a tropical African tree th
hat
can grrow up to an
n average 40 m in height and 120 cm in
diame
eter with a thick
t
base that extends into creeping
roots. In the Cen
ntral African Republic (CAR), tropiccal
moist forests in the Lobaye reg
gion in the South-West
S
a
are
home to significant stands off Ricinodend
dron heudelo
otii
(nzoko
o or bomb
boko in lo
ocal languag
ges and the
t
vernacular name, essessang, in Cameroon
n and the CA
AR
and a commercial name, njanssang).

In
n addition to
o the kernells, the tree’s
s bark is used in
tra
aditional pha
armacopoeia
a. The sap is
s generally ussed as
ey
ye-potion to relieve som
me eye disorrders. Additionally,
th
he shed of th
he tree is ap
ppreciated by
b inhabitantts. It is
also a host tre
ee for edible mushrooms..
3.. How to ob
btain the ke
ernels
To
o obtain esssessang kern
nels, the step
ps below are
e to be
fo
ollowed, takin
ng much care
e at each sta
age:
a)) Gathering
g under the tree the ripe
e fruits or nu
uts that
are still in good condition (not attac
cked).
b)) Fermenta
ation of the fruits gathe
ered to deca
ay the
pulp. The duration of the fermenta
ation may go
o up to
ept in open air
a and
two weekss when the fruits are ke
four days when the fruits are tie
ed in polyethylene
bags.
c)) Pulping of
o rotten fruits: this cons
sists in tearring off
the fleshyy and darkissh envelop around the rotten
fruits.
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Picturre: Leaves and
a
fruits off Ricinodend
dron heudelo
otii
(Picture: O. Ndoye – FAO NWFP
P Project)

2. Prroducts derrived from Ricinodendro
R
ron heudelottii
an
nd their utiliity
In the
e majority of villages and
d until recen
ntly, the use of
this trree by inhabitants of Lobaye
L
was limited to the
t
gathering of cate
erpillars. Its fruits were not valued by
c
s because off ignorance about
a
the utillity
local communities
of their kernels.
Implem
mentation off the GCP/RA
AF/441/GER
R project made
it possible to benefit from the
e diverse pro
oducts derived
from this tree ass the projecct unveiled techniques
t
f
for
processing its fru
uits to extracct kernels and highlightted
their nutritive
n
and commercial values.

Picturres (from leftt to right): un-cracked
u
n
nuts,
glistening
kernells because dried
d
in the sun, dark ke
ernels becau
use
dried on a flake (Picture:
(
B. Bokoto de Semboli
S
– FA
AO
NWFP
P Project)
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d)) Washing of the rotten
n and pulped fruits. Thiss is an
activity that also requ
uires a lot of care. It ma
akes it
possible to obtain vvery clean nuts for co
ooking.
Generally, washing is done in streams near the
house or in the fore
est. Sometim
mes, essessang is
washed at
a home. In ssuch case, the fruits are
e those
collected from
f
trees sttanding just behind
b
the house.
e)) Cooking: Cooking takes two to three hours
depending
g on the qu
uantity of essessang nuts, the
utensils used and the
e intensity off the fire. Th
he nuts
dered cooked
d when they develop cracks.
are consid
f) Cracking: This conssists in extra
acting the kernels
k
either by using
u
a flatte
ened nail tha
at is inserted
d in the
crack on the
t nut or by using two sttones.
g)) Drying: This
T
is the last step be
efore marketting. It
should be
e noted that drying can be
b done in th
he sun
(recomme
ended) or on a flake. How
wever, drying
g in the
sun is preferable because sun-drying yields
essessang
g of better quality (glistening), good flavour
f
and good taste.

4. The economic potential of essessang nuts for
the Central African Republic
Until now, the economic potential of essessang nuts has
largely been unknown to inhabitants of Lobaye in the
CAR whereas a 50 kg bag of essessang today costs
between XAF 120,000 and XAF 150,000 on the market
in neighboring Cameroon.
Accordingly, Cameroonian wholesale buyers were
mobilized and community sales organized. This enabled
the local populations to obtain XAF 50,000 per 50 kg
bag of essessang sold.

7. Recommendations
Following the pilot operations, a few recommendations
may be formulated. They are addressed to the local
populations, traders, NGOs and the State.
Recommendations to the local populations
-

create mutual assistance groups to reduce unit
production costs and increase the quantities
produced;

-

standardize the units of measurement and have
scales available at collection points. This may
help discourage dubious traders;

-

organize knowledge-sharing opportunities to
improve their production techniques and
strengthen collaboration ties;

-

organize community sales to enhance their
negotiating power (Lobaye producers);

Recommendations to traders

Pictures (from left to right): A group of women presents its
produce during the community sale. The prototype of a
nuts cracking machine (Picture: B. Bokoto de Semboli –
FAO NWFP Project)

-

create associations;

-

buy essessang from organized local populations
to make it possible both to cut marketing costs
and purchase huge quantities of essessang;

Recommendations to support organizations
-

extend their areas of intervention to mobilize
massive production from supply areas so that the
innovations
introduced
and
the
actions
implemented may be efficiently echoed on the
markets;

-

lay greater emphasis on communication and
marketing by setting up market information
systems (MIS);

-

do regular price surveys on the markets to keep
abreast with price trends;

-

support finalization of the essessang nuts
cracking
machine
sponsored
by
the
GCP/RAF/441/GER project (the second prototype
is currently being finalized);

5. The nutritional potential
Apart from the quantity sold by the local populations, an
important part of the nuts gathered are consumed locally
by more than half of the Bantu families and nearly all
Baka (indigenous population) gatherers, who have
discovered this new precious product for their own
consumption.
Essessang nuts contribute to a balanced diet thanks to
their richness in proteins, lipids, carbohydrates, calcium,
iron, etc. They also contain 49 to 63 percent oil directly
consumable or used in pharmacy. They are processed
into powder or paste and used as a much appreciated
cooking ingredient for various fish, meat and vegetable
dishes in Central African countries.
6. Essessang value-adding activities carried out by
the GCP/RAF/441/GER project
In a bid to promote the essessang sub-sector in the
CAR, nine one-day training sessions were organized at
the Lobaye pilot site of the GCP/RAF/441/GER project
on the gathering and processing of essessang nuts.
Over 400 persons participated in the training sessions,
including 30 percent of women and 17 percent of
indigenous populations.
Various groups of producers were mobilized for a first
community sale in April 2012 where the 500 kg of nuts
brought were bought at XAF 1,000/kg. Nearly 500
persons were involved (producers, traders, authorities,
etc.).
Following these first experiences, other local
communities expressed the need to acquire and apply
the techniques for exploiting this non-wood forest
product.

Recommendations to the State
-

improve road infrastructure in the rural areas;

-

provide administrative assistance for the
organization of community sales of essessang.
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